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ACTION FUNCTIONALS FOR STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL

EQUATIONS WITH LÉVY NOISE
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Abstract. This article is about stochastic dynamical systems with small
non-Gaussian Lévy noise. We review the recent works on the large deviation
techniques that deal with the decay of probabilities of rare events on an
exponential scale. We focus on deriving the action functionals for dynamical
systems with Lévy processes of finite exponential moments. This is achieved
with help of the extended contraction principle, Legendre transform and Lévy
symbols. We also illustrate the results with an example.

1. Introduction

Stochastic effects are ubiquitous in complex systems from science and engineer-
ing [1]. Although random mechanisms may appear to be very small or very fast,
their long time impacts on the system evolution may be delicate or even profound
[13]. Mathematical modeling of complex systems under uncertainty often leads to
stochastic differential equations (SDEs), as seen in, for example, [2, 14, 18, 19].
Fluctuations appeared in these SDEs are often non-Gaussian rather than Gauss-
ian.

The long time large deviation behaviors of slow-fast systems have attracted a lot
of attention because of the various applications in statistical physics, biophysics,
geophysics, climate dynamics engineering, chemistry and financial mathematics
[3, 8, 11]. Large deviations for SDEs driven by Brownian motion are now well-
known [5, 10, 17], while certain large deviation results for SDEs with Lévy noise
are available more recently [4, 12].

Action functionals play an important role in understanding transitions in the
context of large deviations [9, 15, 16]. The main goal of this review article is to
derive the action functionals for the following SDE with a Lévy process

dXε
t = b(Xε

t−)dt+
√
εσ(Xε

t−)dBt + η(Xε
t−)dL

ε
t ,

where Lε
t := εL t

ε
is a scaled Lévy process with finite exponential moments.

We first show that the scaled Lévy process satisfies a large deviation principle,
and obtain its action functional. Then we construct continuous mappings to get an
exponentially good approximations. Finally, we derive the action functionals for
SDEs with Lévy noise by using extended contraction principle, Legendre transform
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TO DESIGN DELTA-SIGMA ANALOG TO DIGITAL 

CONVERTOR: A REVIEW 

SHEETAL SAROHA* DR. RAJESHWARDASS** 

Abstract. This paper reviews continuous time sigma delta 
modulator with system level. A continuous time approach offers high 
accuracy with respect to discrete time modulator. Unity gain 
frequency and power can be achieved by continuous time (CT) 
design. As sigma delta modulator are primarilyrealized as discrete 
time circuit, a continuous time methoddelivers important benefits 
for understanding high accuracy analog to digital converter at signal 
bandwidth where technology consideration may executeimportant 
problems which will affect the performance of system.This paper 
reviews various techniques of designing of  delta sigma analog to 
digital converters and elaborates various performance evolution 
parameter i.e offset error , gain error , INL ,DNL , HD ,THD ,TSD, 
SNDR etc.  

KEYWORDS: Sigma delta modulator, Resolution, Noise Calculation, 
Power Calculation and Bandwidth.I 

1. Introduction 

Delta-Sigma (∆Σ) ADC has received attention in currenttimes [1]. 

Conventionally, they are compatible for low-speed and high-resolution 

applications like arrangement where conversion speed is imported off with their 

solution. A jointexercise in application of ∆Σ ADCs is utilize of a single-bit 

feedback DAC which is integrally linear with less cost. 

Though, 1-bit internal quantizer pose constancysubjects in 3rdor higher-

order ∆Σ ADCs. To resolve this issue, multi-bit quantizersare utilized 

withdefinite gain and agrees for realizing a stable ∆Σ loop filter. Recently, ∆Σ 
designs are predominantly multi-bit for shift toward higher speed 

applications[2]. The analog signal processing blocks will improve max unity 

gain bandwidth(GBW) utilizing technology scaling.The design of wide-

bandADCs with advanced conversion rate gets potential application in the 

field of high-speed communication. 

System-On-Chip (SOC) structure with regularly expanding dimensions of 

reconciliation requires lessening power spending plan of individual structure  
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squares to decrease general power utilization . Low power utilization is 

especially a critical element in compact applications which is required for a 

long battery life. Because of this pattern, control effective information 

converter designs, for example, CT ∆Σ ADCs have been pulling in more 

consideration lately.  

From a structure point of view, discrete-time (DT) ∆ΣADCs are regularly 

executed utilizing super capacitors (SC) procedure. Anyway in a SC-structure, 

GBW of speakers should be fundamentally advanced than testing recurrence 

for a direct settling. This prerequisite confines most astounding change speed 

will be feasible by a DT-ADC for certain power spending plan. CT structure 

loosens up speaker speed necessities utilizingapplications for rapid and low-

control applications. What's more, CT ∆ΣADCs suggestion natural Anti-

Aliasing (AA) utilized to disentangle or dispose of express channel going before 

the ADC , Loosening up the ADC pre-channel prerequisites can give power 

and cost decrease openings in different pieces of the framework also. 

The following research paper is designed as follows. Previous research work 

is discussed in section II whereasperformanceparameters elaborated in section 

III and conclusion of the paperis represented section IV. 

2. Literature Review 

This section discusses basicintroduction and highpointsofinfluence, 

explanations and issuesin the research work by researchers in different field. 

Researchers have tried a lot in recent times to attain the max tensile strength. 

This segment will give the short depiction and features the commitment, 

comments of the work done in the field of delta sigma ADC by the scientists. 

Numerous endeavors have been made in the past to accomplish the least power 

utilization and pinnacle signal-to-noise plus distortion ratio of delta sigma 

ADC Xinpeng Xing et.al (2018): Examined a completely voltage-controlled 

oscillator (VCO)- based CT∆Σ ADC.They was executing second-request clamor 

molding with no simple integrators. Conventional eager for power front-end 

simple integrator is supplanted by an exceptionally computerized power-

proficient VCO-dependent integrator. Quantization is implemented by a VCO-

based quantizer with inborn commotion molding. Exploiting the for the most 

part advanced & high-request structure, a false free unique scope of 74 dB 

&FOM of 52 db over a 40 MHz transmission capacity are accomplished by 0-

2 multi-organize molding showing in 40 nm CMOS [1].  

Taewook Kimet.al (2017): Displayed a CT-ADC utilizing a doublenoise 

shaped quantizer (DNSQ), which gives second request clamor molding as well 

as produces a 6-bit quantization in ADC. DNSQ proficiently removes 

quantization blunder in time space from noise shaped integrating quantizer-

NSIQ, henceforth accomplishing a second request of clamor molding without 

anyone else. By consolidating the DNSQ, the ADC can accomplish fourth 

request clamor forming with just a second request circle channel. They 
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manufactured ADC in 0.13-μm CMOS methodutilizing a functioning territory 

of 0.17 mm2. Which accomplishes pinnacle SNDR of 80.4dB in 15-MHz data 

transfer capacity [2].  

Straaye et.al (2016): learned about innovation scales, coordinating high 

goals ADCs into high devotion blended flag frameworks winds up testing in 

cutting edge CMOS forms. Falling integrators to accomplish high-request 

channel structures restricts the balance file and settles on soundness to the 

detriment of included equipment and power utilization. To upgrade the most 

MSA to suit a bigger information dynamic range, supply rail must be extended, 

and restricted innovation decisions to those of a bigger component estimate. 

Here, 5-bit SAR quantizer is proposed, empowering noise coupling, CMOS 65 

nm innovation with VDD of 1 V. Confounds in DAC cluster and SAR 

comparator are relieved with a adjustment plot while CM confuses are resolved 

by Floating differential charge storage capacitor,  a coupling strategy. To 

permit adequate time for SAR bit cycling & commotion charge criticism 

settling, 1 Ts ELD is remunerated with advanced separation that limits both 

power & multifaceted nature of assistant input DAC [3].  

Reddyet.al (2015) :exhibited a power and zone effective approach to 

quantify the criticism DAC static crisscross blunder in a multi-bit CT ∆ΣADC. 

By consecutively constraining each DAC component yield in the planned plan, 

the befuddle mistakes among DAC components can be estimated carefully 
utilizing ADC itself. The deliberate mistakes are then amended utilizing a 2-

constraint alignment DAC that track temperature varieties. It exhibits IMD3 

< 89 DBc with 8 dB variety crosswise over 0 to 120o C [4].  

Yoon et.al (2014) : Elaborated about adaptable CT ∆ΣADC that underpins 

both complex bandpass and low-pass designs with programmable transfer 

speeds of 5 & 10 MHz is exhibited. By using adaptability into both design level 

and center structure squares, versatile power utilization is gotten for every 

mode with wanted execution. An enhancer topology with dynamic feed 

forward, hostile to post part, & current recycle strategies are planned for 

successful power decrease. A prototype ∆ΣADC in 65nm CMOS accomplishes 

a 65.1 dB/62.2-dB peak SNDR with a 5-/10-MHzbandwidth in 

LPEngineering[5].   

Yoon et.al (2014) : Elaborated about adaptable CT ∆ΣADC that underpins 

both complex bandpass and low-pass designs with programmable transfer 

speeds of 5 & 10 MHz is exhibited. By using adaptability into both design level 

and center structure squares, versatile power utilization is gotten for every 

mode with wanted execution. An enhancer topology with dynamic feed 
forward, hostile to post part, & current recycle strategies are planned for 

successful power decrease. A prototype ∆ΣADC in 65nm CMOS accomplishes 

a 65.1 dB/62.2-dB peak SNDR with a 5-/10-MHzbandwidth in 

LPEngineering[5].   
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Table 1 Comparative Analysis of Performance of Sigma Delta ADC 

Technology 

(nm)  
28 55 90 20 65 28 

Sampling 
Frequency 

/Bandwidt

h (MHz)  

1800/5

0 
800/30 500/25 2184/8

0 
900/45 8000/46

5 

F1/F2 for 
IMD3 

(MH.z)  

21.5/25 15/17.

7 
22/24 − 39.5/40.

5 
180/190 

Calibration 

Technique  Curren

t copier 

Analog Cross-

correlatio

n 

Digital 

noise 

shaping 

Sine-

wave 

fitting 

Self-
measure 

+Cal 

ADC 

Peak 

SNDR (dB)  74.8 75.2 67.4 67.6 75.4 66.9 

IMD3 
(dBc) at 55 

◦C  

-81.1 -87.6 -76.1 − -82.1 -88.9 

 

3. Performance Parameters 

Execution measurements are utilized to portray and think about the ADCs' 

execution. So as to accomplish a reasonable and steady correlation, much 

exertion is being committed into the institutionalization of strategies to gauge 

and describe the ADCs' execution. The execution measurements are frequently 

isolated into static and dynamic. While static measurements are dissected in 

the time area, dynamic measurements, then again, are examined in the 

recurrence space [4]. Despite the fact that there are various execution 

measurements, the sum and sort of measurements utilized for a specific ADC 

frequently rely upon the application and setting that the ADC is utilized. For 

instance, datasheets of business items normally express a wide assortment of 
execution measurements, while inquire about work regularly will in general 

utilize the measurements that are pertinent to particular target application or 

to look at ADC in contradiction of recently distributed utilizing a Figure of 

Merit( FOM). The basic parameters of  ∑𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 are as: 
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Offset error is characterized as contrast between perfect 1st change step & 

genuine 1st progress step  measured and %  of full scale  

Offset Error = (∑(𝑥𝑥.𝑦𝑦).∑ 𝑧𝑧)−(∑ 𝑥𝑥2 .  ∑ 𝑦𝑦)
∑ 𝑥𝑥.∑ 𝑥𝑥−∑(𝑥𝑥2).𝑁𝑁                               (i) 

x is input voltage , y is output voltage  , N is no. of sample points. 

Gain error is characterized as distinction, between perfect and genuine 

exchange bend, after revision for balance mistake. Gain error is specified as  

percentageof full scale. To represent the transition voltages of the first and last 

codes, designers should be aware about that offset and gain errors plays an 

important role. 

Gain Error = Full-Scale Error – Offset Error 

For an A/D Converter, the equivalent gain error,𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔(𝐴𝐴/𝐷𝐷)  (in units of 

LSBs) is given by  

𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔(𝐴𝐴/𝐷𝐷) = (𝑉𝑉1…..1
𝑉𝑉𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

− 𝑉𝑉0….01
𝑉𝑉𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

) − (2𝑁𝑁 − 2)                                 (ii) 

Where  𝑉𝑉𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 is least significant bit. 

Integral non-linearity (INL)is characterized as deviation of genuine 

exchange bend from perfect one, after redress for addition & counterbalance 

mistakes.This parameter is important because it cannot be calibrated out. The 

ADC non-linearity is unpredictable. In ADC scale, there is maximum deviation 

from ideal line. If one of design requirement is good accuracy, these choose an 

ADC with INL within the accuracy specifications as given below [1] 

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = |[(𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷 − 𝑉𝑉𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍)/𝑉𝑉𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿−𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝑍𝑍𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿] − 𝐷𝐷|                              (iii) 
Where 0<D<2𝑁𝑁 − 1 

Differential non-linearity (DNL)is characterized as most extreme deviation 

in distinction between 2 progressive choice dimensions from 1 VLSB, after 

revision for increase & balance blunders. In an electronics system, linearity is 

important. When ADC is non-linear, it brings imprecision in measurements. If 

DAC is nonlinear, It restore a dynamic signal with high distortion 

𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = |[ (𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷+1−𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷)
𝑉𝑉𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿−𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐿𝐿

− 1]|                                 (iv) 

Where 0 < D < 2𝑁𝑁 − 2 

Harmonic distortion (HD)A consonant is a phantom part that is a number 
numerous of the simple info recurrence. Symphonious contortion is proportion 

of RMS flag abundancy to RMS estimation of predetermined consonant 

segment, communicated in decibels with respect to decibels in respect to full-

scale input flag. 
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Total harmonic distortion (THD)is proportion between RMS flag 

sufficiency & RMS estimation of whole of sounds, communicated in dBc [2].  

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 =
√∑ 𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛_𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟2∞

𝑛𝑛=2

𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓_𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
                                            (v) 

Where 𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛_𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
2  is the RMS voltage of the nth harmonic𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓_𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is the RMS 

voltage of the fundamental frequency 

Total spurious distortion (TSD)is proportion between RMS flag adequacy & 

RMS estimation of total of fake segments, communicated in dBc. as shown in 

equation below  

TSD = 
2
3

(𝑃𝑃3 − 𝑁𝑁0)                                               (vi) 

Where 𝑃𝑃3 represents the third order intercept point and 𝑁𝑁0 is the noise 

floor of the component , expressed in db , dbm 

Signal-to-noise plus distortion ratio (SNDR in dB)is proportion between 

RMS flag adequacy & RMS estimation of whole of every single ghastly 

part,counting bends however barring DC.  It is representing as [ 6]: 

SNDR = 10 log10 ( 𝑃𝑃0
𝑁𝑁+∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖∞

𝑖𝑖=1
)                           (vii) 

Where P0 rrepresents power signal. N indicates all noise sources and 

pirepresents the distortion from the sum of the harmonics, within the first 

Nyquist zone. 

Signal-to-quantization noise ratio (SQNR in dB)is a non-institutionalized 

proportion of greatest attainable powerful execution of an ADC. It is assumed 

by proportion between RMS flag sufficiency & RMS estimation of ghastly 

parts, produced by quantization commotion. It is calculated  as [ 6]. 

SQNR =
𝑉𝑉

√2
2𝑁𝑁−1.√12 = 𝑉𝑉

√2
2𝑁𝑁−1.√12

𝑉𝑉 = 2𝑁𝑁√3
2                      (viii) 

Where:  N is the number of bits in the digital representation, V indicates 

that the signal voltage varies between -V and +V. 

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR in dB)is a non-institutionalized proportion of 

dynamic execution of ADC. This is characterized as proportion between RMS 

flag abundancy & RMS estimation of every single otherworldly segment, 

barring consonant and misleading contortions, just as DC. It is calculates as 

[7 ] 

SNR = 20 log10
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑓𝑓𝑣𝑣 𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑓𝑓𝑣𝑣 𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓 𝑞𝑞𝑓𝑓𝑣𝑣𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑞𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣 
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Effective number of bits (ENOB) is commonly indicated for info sine wave 

of sure recurrence & sufficiency, redress for addition & balance blunders. 

ENOB will be acquired from ADC's SNDR, under similar condition [7]: 

ENOB=𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆−1.76
6.02                                                          (ix) 

Another regular method to look at ADC's execution is by utilizing FOM 

for the most part join a few exhibition measurements. The FOM utilized here 

is given by [7]:  

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

2×𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵× 2
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆−1.76

6.02
                            (x) 

Where BW is bandwidth and Power is power dissipated. 

4. Conclusion 

Various designing methodologies of designing delta sigma ADC are available 

.In this paper, a comparative analysis of simulation techniques represents in 

term of various performance evaluations parameters. We hope that this study 

will help the researchers to understand the limitations & advantages of existing 

designing techniques of delta sigma ADCs. 
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